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Recent work at TeMU

● Language-specific models:
○ Spanish: Spanish Language Models. Asier Gutiérrez-Fandiño*, Jordi Armengol-Estapé*, Marc Pàmies, 

Joan Llop-Palao, Joaquín Silveira-Ocampo, Casimiro Pio Carrino, Aitor Gonzalez-Agirre, Carme 
Armentano-Oller, Carlos Rodriguez-Penagos, Marta Villegas. Preprint.

○ …
● Domain-specific models:

○ Spanish Legal Domain (coming soon).
○ Spanish Biomedical Domain (coming soon).
○ …

● In this talk, we are going to go through the challenges and benefits of scaling language models.
● Disclaimer: Figures have been shamelessly stolen from OpenAI articles.
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Language Modeling (the tasks)



Language Models (the models themselves)

Many choices!
● Can we use a non-deep learning based algorithm? I strongly advise not to do that.
● RNNs are the intuitive, natural choice.
● Can we use convolutional neural networks? Yes, with remarkable success.
● But… you don’t mean we can use MLPs? Yes, we can, with impressive results (MLP mixer, etc).

Transformers just scale* better.

*wait, but what does scale mean? We will see.



Why do we care about language modeling?

1. The task itself has interesting applications:
a. Smartphone predictive keyboards.
b. Code completion.
c. Etc.

2. Surrogate task for learning about our domain/modality.
Can be applied in downstream tasks (transfer learning)

3. Virtually infinite streams of data (self-supervised learning).
4. Virtually all* computable tasks can be casted as language (sequence) modeling tasks:

E.g., in vision: next pixel/patch/codework prediction.

5. Transformers scale well. Transformers can be used as language models out of the box.
Therefore, let’s do language modeling!

*Can you think of a counter-example? Because I can’t.



Downstream applications

● (Very) old: feature extraction.

● Old (?): Fine-tuning, adapters.

● New: few-shot learning.



Modalities

1. Text-based (natural language, code, chemical compounds,,...):
Use the Transformer out-of-box, optionally with (B)BPE encoding.

2. Non-differentiable (MDPs, POMDPs): i) Explore with some policy π. ii) Likelihood-based imitation learning.
3. Continuous:

a. Direct: Model raw data taking pixels, patches, etc.
b. Indirect:

i. Discretize your data with a VQ-based model (VAE, GAN).
ii. Use the codewords (after quantization) as tokens.
iii. Profit.

4. Multi-modal?
just concatenate.

5. Long sequences?
Efficient, even
linear-time
Transformer
 variants.



Scale

Just scaling language models up does NOT show
the diminishing results one would expect.

More on that later.
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Scaling Machine Learning

● Classical statistical/machine learning view: Normal things happen. 

● Deep learning view: very weird (even AGI-ish) things happen at scale:
○ Double Descent.
○ (Grokking).
○ Scaling Laws.

Analogous to classical (macro) vs
quantum (micro) mechanics

Not really tested 
at “scale”.



Scaling Laws

Originally formulated by OpenAI researchers:
● Scaling Laws for Neural Language Models (Kaplan, 2020) (OpenAI)
● Scaling Laws for Autoregressive Generative Modeling (Henighan, 2020) (OpenAI)
● Scaling Laws for Transfer (Hernandez, 2021) (OpenAI)

Now starting to gain momentum:
● Explaining Neural Scaling Laws (Bahri, 2021) (Deepmind)



Scaling Laws: Results

● Performance depends strongly on the scale:
○ Compute (FLOPs), C.
○ Data size (tokens), D.
○ Model size (number of non-embedding parameters), N.

● And very weakly on the model shape (hyperparameters such as depth and width).
● They are called laws because they are physics-like formulae verified empirically.



Scaling Laws: The Basics

● Three factors dominate the scaling performance of a model:
○ Compute (FLOPs).
○ Data (tokens).
○ Model size (number of non-embedding parameters).

●



Scaling Laws: Optimal Compute Allocation

For a given compute budget (e.g., GPU hours), it’s better to train a larger model for less iterations.

After all, One Epoch Is All You Need (Komatsuzaki, 2019).
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Scaling Laws: Results

● Convergence is inefficient.

● Test loss correlates with transfer loss.

● ...



Scaling Laws: Extensions

● Other modalities: OpenAI applied the same setup to image modeling, video, text-to-image, image-to-text, 
and mathematics modeling and found scaling laws holding across ALL modalities.
○ They use the exact same model (GPT) for all modalities, with the exact same training procedure!

● OpenAI also did a more in-depth study of the scaling laws of transfer (specifically, from English to Python).
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Well-known facts in language modeling?

1. Data are the main bottleneck? 
OpenAI just used a tiny portion of the English CommonCrawl for training GPT-3.
Virtually infinite streams of data: Youtube, books, CCTV, football matches, music, large internet crawls.
OpenAI successfully fine tuned a huge model on a dataset with less than 100 samples.

2. You need to train for many epochs?
One epoch is all you need

3. You need regularization?
Virtually impossible to overfit in a huge, diverse dataset, in a single epoch.
Latest OpenAI models do NOT use dropout.

4. Large models are less sample-efficient?
Larger models are MORE sample-efficient!
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Moore’s law?



Moore’s Law?

● Massively parallel GPU-based programming has kept Moore law kind of alive.
● However, both RAM and VRAM haven’t keep up.

○ And we said that model size was the key ingredient!
● GPUs are very expensive (thanks, Dogecoin…).
● Hardware bottleneck.



Scaling model size

● The theory says that we should prioritize model scaling.
● In practice, this presents some challenges:

○ Memory!
○ Numerical instability
○ Batch size.



The limits of data parallelism



Deepspeed
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1. OpenAI & co plans

● OpenAI is probably working on multi-modal GPT and a scaled up version of video GPT (subtle hints on 
Twitter and papers).

● Google/Deepmind are jumping on the scaling laws bandwagon (Explaining Neural Scaling Laws).



Towards Scaling-Laws-aware ML Research

● What if the majority of algorithms supposedly outperforming their baselines are actually just an artifact of the 
specific (typically small) scale in which their were evaluated?

● We can’t* run OpenAI-scale models…
● … but compute gets cheaper every year.
● Researchers should test their method in different compute, model size, and data regimes to show that it 

scales better than the baseline.
● Toy problems are unrealistic. But some “artificial” low-resource scenarios (standard benchmarks with a given 

data size) are unrealistic too.
● Still, there is no guarantee that the improvements will hold in OpenAI-like scales.

○ See “L11 Language Models -- guest instructor: Alec Radford (OpenAI) --- Deep Unsupervised Learning 
SP20”

● Plus, some computationally interesting methods are actually more difficult to scale than others due to 
hardware constraints.
○ The Hardware Lottery (S. Hooker, 2020).

*We could. It’s just ~€1B/year ≈ 0.2% of the Spanish Government annual budget.



Scaling Laws as a research field on its own 
● Propose a method with advantageous scaling laws.

● Scale Scaling Laws Themselves: Scaling Scaling Laws with Board Games (Jones, 2021)



Back to TeMU models
● Data size: BNE dataset is almost the same order of magnitude than the dataset sampled in GPT-3!

○ Our clean crawling: 576 GB. OpenAI’s sample: 570 gb
○ OpenAI added Books corpus, Wikipedia, etc.

● Batch size:
○ GPT-3 batch size is only 3 times bigger than TeMU’s models (10,48,576 tokens).

● Model size: > 230x



Addendum: PyTorch DL/NLP libraries

● Consider not using PyTorch: JAX is gaining momentum.
● Huggingface:

○ Excellent for model sharing, inference, fine tuning.
○ Easy to convert from JAX-TF-PyTorch.
○ The trainer has subtle bugs.
○ In our experience, considerably slower than Fairseq.

● Fairseq:
○ Problem: it’s a framework instead of a library.
○ If your use case fits, it’s very fast.
○ Many tricks (e.g., loss scaling)
○ Convert trained models to HF 

● Mistral:
○ Stanford’s library for training big LMs.
○ Based on HF

● Eleuther AI libraries:
○ GPT Neo: TF.
○ GPT Neox: PyTorch.
○ GPT-J: Jax.

● Lightning Transformers?

 ￼
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